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New Guide Shows How Average People Can Save as Much as 75% On Used Auto Parts

Special guide instructs consumers on the Do’s and Don’ts of buying used auto parts, opening up junkyards
and used auto part stores – even for average Joes.

July 1, 2008 - PRLog -- Mission KS,  -- Every year, hundreds of thousands of people search for used auto
parts, but they rarely have the information they need to make a safe purchase that they won’t regret. The
used auto parts world can be pretty confusing, but Automotix is working hard to change this. Their new
ebook, “Buying Used Auto Parts: The Do’s and Don’ts” seeks to provide consumers with the vital
information they need to safely purchase auto parts, both online and off.

This unique resource provides all of the answers on how to source and purchase auto parts from online
sellers and salvage yards, as well as providing advice on how to avoid fraudulent sellers. The book, which
is available at http://www.automotix.net/junkyardpartsguide.html, makes it incredibly easy for any car
owner, regardless of their knowledge of used car parts, to purchase exactly what they need, and at a great
price.

“Buying Used Auto Parts: The Do’s and Don’ts” also offers valuable tips on how to save money on their
used auto part needs. In addition to getting this incredible report, customers will also get two free ebooks as
a special thank you from Automotix. 

In addition to these free gifts, anyone that places a used parts request on Automotix will be able to get this
incredible resource absolutely free http://www.automotix.net/partlocator.html. Automotix provides
consumers with a safe environment where they can deal with verified salvage yards and individual dealers.
Their system makes it easy to locate hard to find parts, and users can find what they need in as little as two
clicks. 

About the Company: Automotix.net is striving to build one of the largest used auto and parts communities
on the web and their unique method of connecting buyers and sellers promises to do just that. Their name,
which is short for Automotive Exchange, really says it all. From simple used auto body parts on common
cars to the rarest wheel rims for the rarest fine automobiles, you'll find everything you need, all in one
place.

Contact:
Frank Shick
Automotix.net
Mission KS
913-236-9629
editor@Automotix.net
http://www.Automotix.net
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